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Survey says Mercer students ignorant about sex
By Laura Pollack
Senior Reporter

While Mercer students may know
something about history and biology, they certainly don’t know
much about sexuality, particularly
their own. In an effort to find out
how local sex education programs
had affected the college’s student
population, the VOICE conducted a survey of 50 students that
showed just how ignorant much
of the student body is about sex.
Of the most startling
statistics: seventy-three percent
of the Mercer students surveyed
said they thought that HIV can
spread through two people, who
do not have the disease, having
anal intercourse even though
two uninfected people cannot
spread the dissease at all. At the
same time thirty percent of the
students surveyed said they believe that contraceptives such as
“the pill” can protect a woman
against STIs, which, of course,
they cannot. Perhaps the most
disturbing statistic was that
twenty percent of students surveyed said they had been a victim
of either rape or sexual assault.
According to Professor
Karen Bearce, who teaches many
of the intro sections of psychology as well as human sexuality
classes here at Mercer, “We still
live in a world where if someone
says penis or vagina that you get
giggles in the class. You have 18,
19, 20, 25, 35 year-old-people that
giggle at the word penis. How do
you educate someone who just
hearing terminology is already
uncomfortable, freaked out?”
Shane
Wojciechowski, a third year student, agreed
with Prof. Bearce’s position that
maturity level was a significant
problem for Mercer students
learning about sexuality saying,
“It’s really the maturity level. It’s
some of the kids and how much
they proceed to talk about their
‘sex capades’ if you will,” he said.
Wojciechowski
alsodiscussed Mercer’s mandatory
Health and Physical Education
classes [HPE} that remain mandatory for most majors although
such classes have been phased
out at most community colleges
in New Jersey. Wojciechowski suggested that these classes
might be one opportunity for
Mercer students to learn more,
but that didn’t during out to be
the case from his experience.
“[Mercer] should put
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VOICE survey shows Mercer students’ knowledge about sex is limited, but LGBTF club members are working to bring additional services and
support to the college.
more into their health courses...
They only talk about STIs [sexually
transmitted infections] in health
unless you’re taking an anatomy
course,” Wojciechowski said.
According to Prof.
Robert Pugh, who teaches
the HPE courses, the classes include one 50 minute lecture which discusses STIs.
“We have one concept
that we teach. There is no specific
course [on sex ed],” said Pugh.
He continued, “We probably
don’t teach enough. We probably
could do more. If there seemed
to be a need, we could expand.”
According to Prof.
Bearce, students need to be
taught more than anatomy
to be properly educated on
all aspects of sexual health.
“We need to recognize
that sex education is not just
about what’s an STI and how do
I get an STI. I think that’s where
our students fall short...There
are other aspects that go into being sexual creatures. It’s not just
about ‘can I get pregnant’ or ‘can
I get herpes.’ It’s how to have relationships, and how to make
good decisions, and how to protect ourselves from situations that
you don’t want to be in,” she said.
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Last semester, the Lesbian Gay Bisexual Transgender
and Friends (LGBTF) club sponsored Dr. Justine Marie Shuey,
also known as “Juicy Justine,”
to speak on campus at the end
of the spring semester. According to Dr. Shuey’s website, her
sexuality presentations “encompass discussions about safer
sex, sexual health and wellness,
consent, communication, LGBTQ issues, pleasure and more.”
According to Cat McCormack, a Liberal Arts major
and LGBTF club member, who
attended Juicy Justine’s presentation it included a Q&A session, a
raffle for sex toys, as well as free
condoms available. During the
Q&A, participants were given
the option to text in questions so
they could remain anonymous.
“[She covered] what
is normal, what is acceptable,
how to safely experiment with
your partner,” said McCormack.
She added that she enjoyed Juicy
Justine’s presentation because
it gave students a different and
more relaxed atmosphere to discuss and learn about sexuality.
“Most of us had to
learn sex ed from our parents
or a school nurse. Either way
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it was uber awkward,” she said.
According to Alyssa
Craft, a floral design major who is
also an LGBTF club member, approximately 25 students attended
the event. Both McCormack and
Craft said they believe the low
turnout was due in part to Mercer’s
administration not letting them
post the flyers which advertised
the event. They said they believed
the administrators had prohibited
them from posting they flyers because they used the world “dildo.”
Some
students
on
campus have a different perspective, about whether or not
college is an appropriate place
to teach sexual information.
“I feel like people
wouldn’t really care because
they probably feel they already know. They can read
it online or something,” said
Mercer student Sara Abbott.
While it is true that
students can receive sexual education via the television or internet, Prof. Bearce said these
sources can often be misleading.
“What we know about
the population today is that a lot of
students learn about sex through
their friends or through the media, and as most of us can say,

not everything we see on TV is
right and not everything my best
friend tells me is right,” she said.
Prof. Bearce said that
having “someone available on
campus 24/7 that could address sexual concerns” would
be a big step in the right direction to help educate Mercer
students about sexual health.
“We don’t just need a
nurse that can help you figure
out of if you have a disease, and
it’s not just about having a counselor that can hand you a condoms and say if you’re gonna do
it do it safely. It’s having knowledge and information,” she said.
As has been reported in
the VOICE in the past, Mercer
has no health center on campus
and the staff psychologist quit
last year; there is currently an
interim serving in the position.
The LGBTF has made efforts to fill in the gaps. Last year
they managed to get a nurse to
come to campus a few times per
semester. Now they are trying to
start a “support group” for students
who have been victims of rape, or
for students who are seeking information about sexual health and
don’t have anywhere else to turn.
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Smoking will be banned on campus
9 - 17 - 12

By Dan Povio
Senior Reporter

According to the newest form of
the Smoke-Free Campus policy,
starting on January 1, 2013, students will not be allowed to smoke
on any “campus grounds or property.” This will include, “but is not
limited to, parking lots, athletic
fields, playgrounds, tennis courts,
and any other outdoor area under
the control of the college.”
Students, faculty and
staff who violate the new policy
will face fines. The policy states
that there will be: “a fine in the
amount of $25 for the first offense, $50 for the second offense,
and $100 for each subsequent offense.” The policy also states that
“visitors who refuse to comply
with this policy may be escorted
off the premises by security staff.”
The college’s policy cites
the US Environmental Protection
Agency’s classification of secondhand smoke as a “Group A” carcinogen as reasoning for the ban.
In an interview with
the VOICE, Mercer’s president,
Dr. Patricia Donohue, said that
the college is not the first school
to completely ban smoking on
campus: “More colleges, both
four year and two year, are going
smoke-free every day... We’re not
the front-runners on this.”
Donohue
told
the
VOICE that the ban has already
been approved by the Board, and
verified that Mercer’s grounds will
be “smoke-free” starting January
1.
When asked about the
reasons for the smoking ban,
Donohue cited the health hazards associated with smoking.
“Smoke-free is about health. And
not just the health of the smokers,
but the research studies that are
available now about the secondhand smoke, the non-smoker
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Students, faculty and administrators continue to congregate at the approved smoking huts on campus prior to
the complete smoking ban on campus that will begin January, 2013.
who goes through it, that it is really a very lethal carcinogen,” she
said.
Donohue said, “We want
to create as much positive spirit
around this, about this is a health
campaign. It’s about everybody.
It’s also about the sanitation.
When our smokers leave their
residue around campus, and in
places where it doesn’t belong. It
doesn’t work... People, when they
have to walk through the mess
they feel like it’s smoke city.”
Mark Moses, third year
Music major here at Mercer spoke
with the VOICE about the policy
change. “Aside from the rumors
and whatnot, I know that the legitimate reason [for the ban] is
because our school president does
not like smoking.”
Moses addressed the

lack of social spaces around campus as well: “[The smoking huts]
are just central hubs to hang out
and meet with your friends. You
see people with and without cigarettes in their hands all day.” He
continued, “the amount of social
interaction that takes place at the
hut is a central part of many students’ college experience here at
Mercer. If that’s the medium that
gets people together, then what’s
wrong with that?”
John Wuethrich, Education major at MCCC, said that
he doubts the practicality of a
smoke-free campus. “People are
going to smoke,” Wuethrich said,
“Now that I know it’s a campuswide ban, people are just going to
smoke everywhere.”
Wuethrich has been taking classes at Mercer for three

years, and said that he doubts
the sincerity of the new policy: “I
give it two months before it gets
repealed.” Wuethrich did little
to mask his frustration with the
school’s administration: “the new
president can go to hell, and you
can put me on record saying that.”
Computer Science major, Victor Belasco-Gracia, pointed out the difficulties that will be
presented for student-smokers by
the ban: “Learning is state sensitive,” Belasco-Gracia said, “being
in a state of nicotine withdrawal
is not conducive for any of the
smokers in this school to do well
in their classes.”
Donohue
told
the
VOICE that the college will be
offering free “smoking cessation
clinics” by the end of this semester to help any students and fac-

ulty who would like to quit smoking.
Second year Music major, Lou Borcsik, voiced different
concerns with the new policy.
“Kids are still going to smoke,”
Borcsik said, “and I think it’s going to happen more in the parking
lot... That’s going to cause more
congestion in the parking lot, and
probably more theft.”
There were multiple students in support of the ban on
smoking. Zsofia Kancsal, 2nd year
Radiology student at MCCC, said
that she thinks the smoking ban
is a good thing because smoking
is detrimental to your health. She
also cited the problem of littering around the smoking huts: “It’s
gross, and they’re just throwing
their shit everywhere.”
Timothy Hoffman, a
current SGA officer, told the
VOICE his personal reason for
supporting the ban saying: “I
think it’s a great idea,” said Hoffman, “I actually have asthma, so
walking back and forth to the
lots with people smoking kind of
bothers me. People here had their
chances with the smoking hut,
and they kind of abused it. I feel
bad for the people who did follow
the rules, but it is what it is.”
As for the implementation of the new policy, President
Donohue said, “Well, like everything else we’ve done, we will try
to have a period of giving warnings and letting people know.”
President Donohue went
on to say, “I can’t tell them they
can’t smoke. I can tell them they
can’t smoke here.”
The Mercer County
Community College “SmokeFree Campus” policy, OMB 695,
was first written in 1982, and has
been discontinued, reinstated and
revised several times since then.
The most recent revision to this
policy was approved by the Board
of Trustees on June 21, 2012.

Three days enough to decide if a class is a bad fit?
By Dale Dewey
Reporter

What happens to Mercer students
who discover in the early weeks of
the semester that a class doesn’t
suit their needs or a specific professor isn’t a good fit? Anyone
who has ever sat in a Mercer
classroom for a semester knows
that some students simply vanish
after a while, they may give up on
the class or on college altogether.
When they do leave part way
through the semester, they do not
get a refund.
At Mercer it is possible
for students to withdraw and get
their money back, but only if they
do so within three days of the start
of class. This time limit is up from
the 24 hour withdrawal policy
that held as recently as three years
ago.
All colleges limit the
amount of time a student has to
withdraw from a course and get
a refund, the reason being that it
doesn’t make sense to get several
months worth of education only

to skip out at the last minute and
get your money back. This would
be a financially devastating move
for any college. As Robin Schore,
Dean of Liberal Arts, said “It’s like
ordering a meal at a restaurant,
eating a bit of the sandwich, a few
fries and asking for your money
back.”
For community colleges,
with commuter populations who
pay by the course (unlike students at many four-year colleges,
who pay by the year or semester),
deadlines to withdraw and get a
refund are generally fairly short.
For example, Bergen Community
College allows students to receive
a full refund up to the end of the
first week of the semester.
The three day withdrawal deadline, while an improvement over the 24 hour system,
still appears to be proving troublesome for quite a few students.
In a recent VOICE survey Mercer students were asked if
they were aware of the three day
withdrawal deadline. The majority of the respondents, 24 out of 30
were, in fact, aware of the dead-

26 out of the 30 survey
respondents indicated
that they felt three days
was not enough time to
determine if they needed
to withdraw from a class...
Half of those surveyed
stated they had been negatively affected by the three
day withdrawal deadline
at some point.

line, suggesting that Mercer has
done an adequate job of informing the student body of the time
limits.
But an even larger majority, 26 out of the 30 respondents, indicated that they felt
three days was not enough time
to determine if they needed to
withdraw from a class. This appears to be especially true for

those who take night classes that
meet only once a week, as these
students only have one class session to determine if a withdrawal
is the right option.
When survey respondents were asked how long they
felt the college should allow for
students to make a withdrawal
decision, the most common answer was one week. The one week
idea is not that different than the
current policy, as many classes
meet twice a week and a substantial portion meet twice in three
days. It would not give more
classroom time to those taking a
once a week class, but it would offer additional time to those with,
say, a Monday/Friday class. In all
cases, having seven days as opposed to three would allow more
time to contemplate the decision
before acting. The majority of the
survey respondents indicated that
this was necessary.
Half of those surveyed
stated they had been negatively
affected by the three day withdrawal deadline at some point.
Parker Harris, a Theater

Major in his fifth year said, “The
way I see it, Mercer has found a
way to legally and conveniently
take our tuition money as fast
as possible. Though the circumstances were indeed grim, I do feel
as though I could have educated
myself a little more about the
withdrawal policy, if the information was more readily available.”
Dr. Diane Campbell, the
Dean of Students, said of the situation, “We’ve gone through several transitions with this. This is
really important because a lot of
students don’t know that if they
have financial aid, they’re going to
have to pay for that class, unless
they withdraw before a certain
time. So we’re trying to discourage students from withdrawing,
we want them to go get help, find
someone who can help them get
through the class or talk to their
professor more, their adviser, their
counselor. We’re finding that a lot
of students are getting in trouble
and then they have a debt that
they can’t meet and it becomes a
barrier forever.”
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Obama helps young immigrants
9 - 17 - 12

New policy is a temporary measure to stop deportation of undocumented citizens until Dream Act is passed
By Mariana Braz
Reporter

Massah Keita, a Criminal Justice major at Mercer,
knows she was born in Liberia,
but can’t remember how old she
was when she moved to the United States. Today, she is a citizen.
Keita’s cousins however, who also
arrived in the United States as
children, are now fighting to stay
because they are undocumented.
“It’s hard to see what
they are going through. I always
visit my family in Liberia, but my
cousins can’t because they can’t
leave the country,” said Keita.
The situation surrounding Keita’s cousins is not uncommon for those brought to
the United States by their family members when they are very
young. These children may attend elementary school without
issue. However, by high school’s
end, there are few options available. Even though community
colleges accept undocumented
students, their job prospects
upon graduation are limited.
According to a study
published by the Center for Immigration Studies on their website
cis.org, there are over 10.5 million undocumented immigrants
in the country: 400,000 of them
live in New Jersey. Two percent
or 1.3 million of those immigrants are school age children – 5
to 17 years old, and New Jersey
holds four percent of the total.
The presence of undocumented immigrants and their
rights regarding education has
sparked a debate during this election cycle. This past June, President Obama announced that his
administration would end the
deportation of undocumented
young people in the US who met
certain criteria contained in something known as the DREAM Act.
The DREAM Act (short
for Development, Relief, and Education for Alien Minors) is a legislative proposal that has been introduced, revamped, scrapped and
introduced again since originally
proposed by Senator Orin Hatch
in 2001. The 2010 version of the
bill was stopped by Senate filibuster. This past May, Senate Majority
Leader Harry Reid reintroduced
the Dream Act and President
Obama has sought to support it.
In every iteration the
goals of the DREAM Act have
been to offer a path to citizenship for people who were brought
to the country as children, raised
here as undocumented citizens,
graduated from an American
high school, and maintained good

There are 10.5 million
undocumented immigrants
in the US. 400,000 of them
live in NJ.
-CIS.ORG
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Some of the debates surrounding the immigrants include their rights to pursue higher education and how much they should pay for it. Most Community Colleges in NJ accept undocumented students.
moral character.
The various
versions have shifted how old
the child had to be at the time
they were brought to the US and
how old they could be to apply
for temporary residency through
the program (leading to permanent citizenship after a number
of years and various other steps).
While opponents have
long said that allowing undocumented students to go to college
rewards law-breaking and potentially strains the education system,
those who endorse the Dream Act
contend that keeping students
in school and producing a better educated populace ultimately
reduces law-breaking and creates a more employable populace.
The questions surrounding the legislation have
particular relevance to Mercer
students. According to the 2010
American Community Survey
5-year data from the New Jersey State Data Center more than
71,000 or 19 percent of the Mercer County population is foreign born, but only 42 percent
of them have citizenship status.
In 2010, presidents of
11 of the 19 New Jersey community colleges and the president of
Rutgers signed a letter urging the
state’s congressional delegation

In 2010, 11 of the 19 NJ
community colleges
and Rutgers signed a
letter urging the state’s
congressional delegation to
sign the Dream Act.

-NORTHJERSEY.COM

In a recent VOICE survey of 100 Mercer students 47
percent knew at least one undocumented citizen. Sixty
percent of those surveyed thought that undocumented
immigrants should be able to pursue higher education
and presently they are able to at Mercer, though what
their job prospects are upon graduation is not clear.

to sign the Dream Act, according to an Associated Press article
that appeared in NorthJersey.
com on Dec. 7, 2010. Mercer was
one of the colleges that signed.
In a recent VOICE survey of 100 Mercer students 47
percent knew at least one undocumented citizen. Sixty percent of those surveyed thought
that undocumented immigrants
should be able to pursue higher
education and presently they
are able to at Mercer, though
what their job prospects are
upon graduation is not clear.
According to Joan Guggenheim, Registrar office at
Mercer, any student can pursue
a higher education at Mercer
County Community College.
“We don’t stop anybody,”
said Guggenheim. “Any person
can apply, even if undocument-

ed. We assign them a number
that will substitute for their Social Security Number at Mercer.”
A key question for public colleges that do admit undocumented immigrants is what
to charge them, either an in-state
or out of state tuition rate, or in
the case of community colleges,
an in-county rate. Guggeheim
said that international students
and undocumented students currently pay the out-of-state rate,
but Mercer is working on a way
to give undocumented students
in-county tuition. “There is a plan
to offer these students in-county
tuition if they graduated from a
Mercer County high school, but I
don’t know when this change will
be applied,” Guggenheim said.
On June 15, 2012, President Obama announced a change
to the immigration policy dur-

1.3 million of undocumented
immigrants in the US are
school age children - 5 to 17
years old.

140,000 undocumented
immigrants are enrolled in
college and about 80,000
already have college
degrees.

-CIS.ORG

-NYTIMES.COM

ing a speech given in the White
House’s Rose Garden. According
to the new policy, undocumented immigrants who came to this
country under the age of 16 will
be able to work legally and acquire documents such as a driver’s license. For now, the measure will delay the Department of
Homeland Security from deporting these individuals. The aim of
this measure, Obama said, was to
make immigration policy “more
fair, more efficient, and more just.”
He noted that this is a “temporary
measure and there is still time
to pass the Dream Act this year.”
Obama’s new policy
will stop deportation for those
who came to the US before 16
years old and are today 30 and
under. In order to be granted
the right to stay, the eligible immigrant must also meet some
other criteria such as being a
graduate from a US high school
and having no criminal records.
For Mercer student Massah Keita, Obama’s current action
is encouraging, but the prospect
Dream Act is even more enticing, as it offers a chance for her
cousins to live their lives without the constant fear of deportation. She says,“The Dream
Act is giving people hope.”

Under new policy,
immigrants can apply for
work permits and driver’s
license.
-NYTIMES.COM
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Princeton tea room offers refuge for students
Below the busy Princeton streets
sits Infini-T Café and Spice Souk,
a unique establishment which offers more than a delicious menu
of teas and eastern cuisine.
Although only a year
old, it is obvious that from InfiniT’s inception much thought went
into every aspect of the business,
from the menu, to the staff, to the
interaction with the local community. The tea room is a welcome
antidote to the generic chains like
Starbucks.
After descending a small
flight of steps, one enters into a
modest cafe abuzz with low conversational murmur, a comfortable and stylish environment to
do work for school, enjoy a pot of
tea with friends, or see local musicians on open mic nights.
According to co-owner
Mary Fritschie, Infini-T, located
at 4 Hulfish Street in Princeton, is
successful because it has become
a hot spot for local college students.
“If it weren’t for academia, it wouldn’t survive....A
huge amount of students from
Rutgers come here, students from
TCNJ, Princeton, and Mercer.
….to study and relax,” she told
The VOICE in a recent interview.
Fritschie says it is the casual,
comfortable atmosphere that
draws students in: “[Infini-T is]
designed to be a home away from
home for college kids who may
feel like they have no sense of
belonging in their dorm or apartment.”
Infini-T offers a broad
menu ranging from typical cafe
food, such as white cheddar

9 - 17 - 12
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A barrista at Infini-T in Princeton prepares a beverage for a college student. Students make up the growing
client base for the popular local hang out.
cheese sandwiches and baked
goods like brownies, to Middle
Eastern inspired dishes like their
savory baba ghanoush . The menu
also features vegan and gluten
free foods.
According to one employee, the most popular dish is
the Pani pori. It is intended to
be shared and its kaleidoscopic
ingredients create an inviting
warmth that is conducive to a
group experience. Stuffed inside a
crispy rice pastry that is broken at
the top, are smooth mashed potatoes, zesty chickpeas, onions, and
peppers. All this is topped with a
sweet and a sour sauce.
The food is good, but
where Infini-T really shines is
the panoply of beverages. Most

of their drinks are available by
individual cups or by the pot for
groups. This includes over twelve
categories of enticing non-alcoholic drinks, including dozens of
different teas.
Their most popular green tea, “Ling Chung,” a
brew from China which means
“Dragon Well.” Served steaming
hot in a stylish, yet functional
double walled glass with long cut
tea leaves still in the infuser, the
full bodied yellow tinted liquid
smells exactly as it tastes, very
mellow with a strong flavor and
a satisfying, slightly bitter aftertaste.
Infinit-T’s
chocolate chai latte is like a liquefied
dessert. As its name suggests,

it features the signature chaispiced flavor, accentuated by rich,
smooth chocolate overtones. It
comes with a thin layer of white
whipped cream.
With more than thirty
teas from around the world, a pot
that yields about four cups of tea
ranges from five to eighteen dollars, the average being around
nine dollars. The food prices
range from around three dollars
for two Chinese tea eggs, all the
way up to around seven dollars
for more substantial dishes such
as the portobello panini. Going
with a couple of friends and splitting the bill provides a budget
friendly option for broke college
students.
Dale Dewey, 20, a fourth

semester Fine Arts major at Mercer, said he thought Infinit-T was
“affordable” and “a good place to
come and feel fancy for a bit.” Describing the service as “fantastic,”
his food item of choice is Chinese
tea eggs, which are hard-boiled
eggs soaked in tea.
Apart from the cafe,
the Spice Souk offers numerous
shelves dedicated to authentic
world spices for sale by the pound.
The color of spices are as vibrant
as the decor, a mix of middle and
far eastern influence found in all
corners of the cafe as well as the
uncommon, affordable, and tasty
fare they serve.
Both of Infini-T’s owners have traveled the world, and
have integrated free trade objects
collected on their adventures
into the decor of their restaurant.
From the multicolored textured
curtains, to the plump floor cushions, attention to aesthetics is a
key component of Infiniti-T’s allure.
The cafe hosts open mic
nights, open to anyone, with talented acts ranging from poetry
reading to acoustic performances.
After a recent performance, Lance
Greene, 25, a local solo acoustic
artist with a thoughtful folk sound
said, “Its a great venue, more intimate than most other places.”
The experience is so
good that according to Fritschie,
“almost every [staff member]
start[ed] as an actual customer.”
Not only are the employees personable, but also, knowledgeable
about the unusual elements of the
menu.
Infini-T’s good food and
atmosphere offers a perfect hang
out for students.

Bobby Flay opens restaurant in Princeton Market Fair
By Emily Lukasewycz
Reporter

Bobby Flay, an American celebrity chef and host of seven Food
Network shows, opened a new
location of his restaurant, Bobby’s
Burger Palace, in Princeton Market Fair on Tuesday, August 28. .
Starting at 10 a.m., people were lined up for the opening at noon. At noon exactly, the
line had finally started to move
but those in the middle of the
line didn’t get to the cool air until around 2 pm. Once inside,
however, the hungry mobs were
enveloped by the enticing aroma
of onions and fried food, coupled
with the warm environment of
reds and yellows, and, on opening day, a chance to meet Flay and
have a picture taken.
After placing one’s order and taking a number, there is
the choice of seating. Family style
tables with lime colored chairs are
available at the back and there’s a
long ribbon-shaped table in the
front. Once seated, you place your
number on the table and the helpful and accommodating servers
bring you your drinks and food.
When the food arrives, its simple,
no-frills presentation is fitting of
the casual and fun atmosphere:
BBP is about good food. Sitting in
the middle of a plate paired only

with a pickle half, the “Crunchburger” is tempting right away.
The medium cooked angus burger
is succulent and tender, sitting
atop a simple, seeded bun that
supports the juiciness of the burger. On top of the beef is double
American cheese, perfectly melted and spilling over the sides, and
a pile of potato chips which provide a mouth-watering crunch.
Of the few side dish selections,
the sweet potato fries are a stand
out. Perfectly salted and perfectly
crunchy, they’re not dried out or
too mushy and are a steal at only
$3.
The ease of ordering
take-out with BBP is a significant
draw. You can order ahead on
their website and just pick it up.
Or, in the case of mall employees,
it can be delivered right to you.
“It’s going to be so convenient
having real, good food right in the
mall. The fact that it’s affordable is
even better,” said Andrew Zucker
of Sayreville, a Barnes and Noble
employee.
Those who met Flay on
opening day seemed satisfied with
the experience.
“He was so nice,” said
Dana O’Donnell of Mercerville
after getting her picture taken
with Flay. “I thought, considering
he was so busy trying to get a restaurant open, he was very cordial
and so nice to all the fans waiting

PHOTO | EMILY LUKASEWYCZ

Patrons line up outside the Princeton Market Fair, awaiting the opening of Bobby Flay’s fourth New Jersey
location of Bobby’s Burger Palace on September 3rd.
to meet him,” she added.
“He looked tired,” Sarah
Scarantino of Mercerville said.
“You could tell he’s definitely put
a lot of energy into his restaurant.”
She added, “The service was fantastic. Even after you ordered
your stuff, you still had people
coming to your table asking, do
you need anything? How’s your
food? I thought we were going to
be waiting a lot longer to get actual food on our table.”

O’Donnell also mentioned the service at BBP. “It took
us about ten minutes to have everything, and if it’s that fast on
opening day, imagine how fast
it’ll be on a regular day. I even got
a burger without a bun and it was
still delicious,” said O’Donnell,
who suffers from celiac disease
and can’t have gluten.
“You could tell everything was fresh ingredients, almost like a farm-to-table kind of

thing,” said O’Donnell.
Bobby’s Burger Palace
offers a free rewards program.
You get a card and, for every dollar you spend, you get a point.
Once you reach 100 points, you
receive a free burger, instead of
paying the average price of $7.
It is a very clever incentive to
come back. And from the warm
and inviting atmosphere, the impeccable service and fantastic
food, there’s no reason not to!

SPORTS
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PROFILE: Record breaking power-lifter, Adam Burros
By Zac Santanello
Senior Reporter

Twenty year old Adam Burros, a
third year Mercer student majoring mechanical engineering, can
lift three times his body weight,
and does so daily.
Burros, who is from
Bordentown, is just 5’-7” tall and
weighs 132 pounds, but he is one
of the top power-lifter competitors in his weight class throughout
country.
Burros only took to the
sport about two years but with the
help of Kevin Mosley, President of
the Weight Lifting Club, here at
Mercer, Burros has been able not
only to set state records but national records as well.
Burros says he was not
looking for this type of success
when he began lifting two years
ago. When asked what got him
started in the sport Burros replied, “I basically needed a reason
to stay in the gym. Training for a
competition keeps me on track.”
Burros has successfully
shattered all four state records in
his division, setting a new state
record for benching, squatting,
dead lifting and overall combined
weight. His resume continues to
build as he has managed to set the
APA (American Powerlifting Association) record for squatting as
well.
Burros’ personal bests
include deadlifting 345 pounds,
benching 225 pounds, and squatting 315 pounds and he has no

plans to slow down. In the upcoming year, Burros says his goal
is not only to break records in the
USAPL (USA Powerlifting Organization), but to also break the
national record for squatting.
At Mercer Burros has
already made quite a name for
himself in the weight room. Nigel
Rivera a third year graphic design
major here at Mercer, and familiar face in the MCCC gym, says
of Burros, “I honestly didn’t believe his little body could lift that
much.”
Mohammed Ahmed a second
year Technology major added,
“When I walk in the gym and I
see this kid lifting every day, I say
to myself and my friends that it
doesn’t matter how tall or big you
are. What matters is the strength
you build up. He is the true definition of the word ‘beast.’”
Burros credits his coach,
Kevin Mosley, President of the Viking Weight Lifting Club and an
experienced power lifter himself,
with helping him achieve his records. Mosely says of Burros, “besides the fact that he’s weird, he’s
dedicated, willing to learn, and
has an open mind to new ideas.”
He adds, “as long as he stays injury free he’s going to make a good
name for himself in the sport.”
Burros advises anyone who might
be interested in joining the sport
to, “protect your body, focus on
form before worrying about the
weight, and always workout with
stronger people.”

PHOTO | DYLAN VAUGHN

Mercer’s own Adam Burros has become an internation power-lifing phenomenon, breaking numerous records
in his weight class.

Women’s XC looks to build size and strength
XC started with just two players two years ago, now there are 11
By Stephen Harrison
Senior Reporter

The 2011 Mercer Women’s Cross
Country team finished second in
the Region XIX finals. They had
fallen just short of their goal of
defeating Essex County College,
a much larger program. One year
earlier, the team was not able to
field the minimum five runners
required to place in a cross country event.
“To come so close to
beating a team that is so established was awesome,” said Sierra
Downs, a third year liberal arts
major, and former VOICE reporter. She said, “There was a sense
of team pride because everyone
worked so hard to get to that
point. There aren’t many feelings
more fulfilling than that”.
The Mercer women’s
cross country program has increased in membership in both
of its two years. Although Mercer
had a Women’s Cross Country
team in the late 1980’s, it had been
disbanded for almost two decades. The program was reestablished with two runners in 2010,
grew to seven runners in 2011.
The team has 11 runners for the

PHOTO | CHRIS WENTZEL

Members of the 2011 Cross Country Team Pose with their Region XIX medals based on personal performance.
2012 season.
After finishing second in
the Region XIX finals last season,
the team traveled to New Mexico
to participate in the Division I Junior College National Championships. They were unable to field a
scoring team as five competitors

from a school are required to
place and only four runners were
able to make the trip, but Coach
Erin Cahill says she wanted to
expose the team to upper level
competition.
The 2011 team consisted of four American students

and three international students
from Brazil. According to the
players, the diversity helped the
team grow closer particularly as
they each practiced a new language, Portuguese for the American women and English for the
Brazilian women.

Coach Cahill cited the
difference of native languages as
something that brought the team
together rather than driving them
apart: “One of the strengths of the
team is how close knit they are.”
Out of this camaraderie came the
teams rallying cry, shouting “Vamos Time!” (which is Portuguese
for “Go Team!”) just before the
start of each race. “We formed
a family from the start,” said
Downs.
In preparation for the
2012 season, the team had its first
full off-season of training. Their
regiment included distance runs
several times a week and aqua
jogging, a training method done
in pools, when the weather was
poor.
The season started on
September 1 at the Delaware Valley Invitational held at Delaware
Valley College in Doylestown
Pennsylvania. The Mercer team
fielded five runners and placed 14
out of 15 colleges attending the
meet.
With the 2012 season
just underway, Coach Cahill’s
hopes for this year are to win the
Region XIX finals and to bring at
least five runners to Illinois this
year for a chance to be a scoring
team in the national finals.
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: Not your grandma’s counterculture
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All photos taken at the May 12, 2012 Steampunk World’s Fair
in Piscataway, NJ. LEFT: Fencers demonstrating sword play
technique. ABOVE LEFT: Man in full home-made Steampunk
attire featuring futuristic arm weaponry. ABOVE: Steampunk
man in black costume with embroidered gears, top hat with skull
and antlers.
PHOTOS  | MATTHEW GRANT ARNOLD
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IN FOCUS

Chinese activist artist’s work shown at Princeton
By James Reslier-Wells
Senior Reporter

Joseph Wang and his fiancée, Diana Ho, say they were surprised
to see 12 bronze animal heads
mounted 10 feet high on posts in
front of Robertson Hall, home of
Princeton University’s Woodrow
Wilson School of Public and International Policy. The art is that
of famous Chinese political activist and artist, Ai Weiwei.
“We were just driving
along and were like ‘whoa, that
can’t be them,’” said Wang in an
interview with The VOICE. Wang
studied classics at Princeton and
graduated in 2001.
The exhibit is Ai Weiwei’s “Zodiac Heads/Circle of Animals,” a travelling exhibition featuring the twelve animals of the
Chinese zodiac. Cast in bronze,
the statues share the space known
as Scudder Plaza with James
Fitzgerald’s “Fountain of Freedom.” The Princeton University
website featuring the exhibit says
that, through the work, “Ai complicates conversations about repatriation, shared cultural heritage
and contemporary expectations
regarding the democratization of
art and public space.”
Such issues are central to
the political controversy concerning the artist, issues that gained
widespread international attention over the past few years as the

PHOTO | MATTHEW ARNOLD

Crossing Princeton’s campus on a fall morning, travelers examine the sculpture installment by the controversial
Chinese artist Ai Wei We.
Chinese government continuously “hounded” the man, according
to Mark Stevens’ article, “Is Ai
Weiwei China’s Most Dangerous
Man?” that was published this
month in The Smithsonian.
Stevens’ article discusses
Ai’s criticisms of the Chinese government, including his denunciation of the 2008 Beijing Olypmics,
and one exhibit that implicated
government oversight in the
deaths of over 5,000 schoolchil-

dren.

Stevens also discusses
the outcry of much of the Western world at Ai’s detention: The
predominant opinion seems to
be that he has been targeted by
the Chinese government for his
freedom of expression, rather
than having committed any of the
crimes with which he has been
charged.
Most recently, Ai appealed charges of tax evasion, but

his case was rejected by the Chinese government. In a televised
response, the artist’s lawyer, Pu
Zhiqiang stated, “I know political power can be very stupid, but
I did not believe it could be stupid
to such an extent, stupid to the extent that it tells lies like this.”
James Steward, the Director of the Princeton University Art Museum, which co-sponsored the installation with the
Woodrow Wilson School, spoke

to the relationship between art
and politics in an interview with
The VOICE: “The power of art to
comment on politics, on regime
legitimacy and other issues of this
kind, can be very compelling.”
Steward distanced the
Art Museum from the controversy though, by adding: “in
presenting such work we are not
per se taking a stand on the artist’s political position, or on the
government or issue they may be
confronting through their work.”
Steward is concerned,
though, that Ai’s public spotlight
as an activist may overshadow the
artistic value of his work. “One
of the challenges of becoming
known as a dissident artist, one
who like Ai Weiwei is as famous
for his dissident stance as for the
works of art he makes, is that we
may cease to see the art on its own
terms.”
Steward believes the
installation has been successful.
“You have to expect that often seeing the work of art will provoke
as many questions as it answers.”
Steward said, adding: “But if it
provokes that curiosity to such a
point than even a small percentage of viewers are motivated to
consider what the answers might
be, or to seek out more information, then I think it’s done its
work.”
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Financial aid headaches abound as semester
starts

Students scramble to stay in classes when aid doesn’t come through
By Jamie Strickland
Senior Reporter

The Financial Aid office on
the West Windsor campus was
packed during the first week of
the 2012 fall semester. Students
fill every chair in the office while
others stood, some even outside
in the hallway, waiting to be seen.
One of these students was AlexaRae Martinez, a liberal arts major.
According to Martinez,
she was given three choices by
Mercer after missing the tuition
deadline of Aug. 17 due to a miscommunication over documents.
She could either pay in full, start
a payment plan, or re-register for
next semester. Martinez opted for
the payment plan while she waits
for her financial aid to finish processing. Though she is supposed
to be reimbursed for the classes,
she is still worried the financial
aid money won’t come in time.
“I hope it comes through
soon because I can’t make many
more payments,” said Martinez.
For the previous three
semesters she’s attended Mercer,
Martinez hasn’t had a problem
with financial aid. This semester
is different. Martinez said that the
financial aid office has taken over
a month to finish processing her

PHOTO | KATE DEPALMA

A student leaves the financial aid office during a early semester visit to
ensure that their payments are in order.
paperwork.
Martinez is not the only
student who has had financial aid
related difficulties. The VOICE
conducted a poll of 30 MCCC
students who receive financial
aid. Of these students, 53 percent
said they experienced problems
with financial aid. Many students
like these are waiting for their financial aid to finish processing
before they can pay their tuition.
According to Financial
Aid Director, Jason Taylor, Mercer received a record-high 10,000
financial aid forms in the fall of
2011, and he believes this year the

college will receive even more.
n an effort to get students’ paperwork processed
faster, Taylor said he is working
to develop a weekly process that
will allow the financial aid staff
to handle this scale of students
more consistently. His plan involves delegating certain duties to
individual staff members rather
than having everyone responsible
to everything. Taylor is hoping
this change will get things accomplished around the office a
lot faster and in a more efficient
manner.
Taylor also advised stu-

dents to solve their issues with
financial aid before registering
for their classes. “This will help
prevent them from getting their
classes dropped,” he said.
In a follow up interview,
Martinez said she visited the Financial Aid office on Sept. 10 and
was told by staff that her financial
aid still wasn’t verified.
“I’m even more worried
now because my next payment for
tuition is on Oct. 1,” said Martinez.
While some students
have found the financial aid process stressful, others, like Lawrence Brinnius, a new media major, reported that the process was
“relatively painless” despite the
wait. Brinnius managed to get
an extra extension on his tuition
deadline to avoid having his classes dropped.
“[Martha
Gunning,
within Counseling Services],
helped me push my deadline to
September 5,” said Brinnius. He
then added that he benefited from
seeing a counselor rather than
handling the situation on his own.
However, not all students were able to get their deadline pushed back. Culinary arts
major William Reyes said he was
informed that his paperwork may
not be processed until October.
When asked about the

delay, Taylor said it takes at least
4-6 weeks to process a student’s
forms if there are no corrections
needed. He continued, “We encourage students to apply early
if they want us to process their
forms on time.”
Martinez and Brinnius
both admitted to handing in paperwork either immediately before or later than the August 17
deadline.
The VOICE also spoke
with digital media arts major,
Stacy Olschewski, who felt like
the Financial Aid staff wasn’t very
helpful or sensitive to her situation. Olschewski is emancipated
from her parents. She was told by
the staff that without getting information from from her parents
needed to complete her form, she
would have to pay her tuition out
of pocket.
According to Taylor, the
state of New Jersey doesn’t honor
emancipation. “We have to abide
by the law,” he said.
According to Taylor, another way students may lose or
not receive financial aid is if they
don’t attend their classes, which
will then result in a bill from Mercer.
However, Taylor said,
“If a student shows potential and
shows they want to be here, then
we will help them.”
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CORRECTION:

Mercer’s mandatory gym class is as patronizing as it is useless
THE WAY IT IS

Kem Napier
You know what I hate? Running at
someone else’s behest. That’s why
I can’t stand the HPE required
credits. As a college student, I
don’t need to pay 500 dollars for
someone who grew up watching
Gunsmoke to tell me to wear a
condom and eat my veggies. If I
haven’t figured it out by now, do
you really think anything else is
going to make it sink in?
The lab portion is even
more of a joke, with hapless students being forced to change in

dingy and cramped locker rooms
before getting prodded with calipers and run around a basketball
court that smells like floor wax
and armpits. Please, if I cared
about personal fitness I’d use
the free gym located in the same
damn building.
Originally part of the
Gen. Ed. program, Health and
Fitness was separated into its
own division in the early 1990’s as
part of an effort to achieve statewide consistency in the Gen. Ed.
department. This made sense at
the time because a majority of
transfer institutions don’t have an
HPE requirement and the class,
in most cases, does not transfer.
Perhaps because these classes are
just recycled high school health
lessons, wrapped in a garish 500
dollar price tag?
A recent VOICE poll
shows that 90 percent of the
30 Mercer students surveyed
thought that the requirements
were unnecessary,   with 76 percent stating that they didn’t learn
anything new. Student sentiments
ranged from second year Liberal
Arts student Miranda Santiago’s
“it did not make me more healthy

or active”   to a more aggressive
“those courses are bullshit” by
Will Leavy, second year Liberal
Arts student.
“It was pointless and has
absolutely nothing to do with my
major” said Michael Hernandez,
second year Business major.
The presence of nontransferable, mandatory health
classes do nothing to stifle the
feeling of Mercer being “13th
grade” and fail to combat the already scrutinized image of community colleges.  
As of 2008, Mercer is
one of eight NJ community colleges [out of 19] that has an HPE
requirement, but is the only college that has three required credits [Camden, Middlesex and
Gloucester have one credit requirements]. Furthermore, none
of the classes offered are worth
more than two credits, forcing
students to take [and pay for] at
least two unnecessary classes.
This wastes time that
could be spent working towards
a degree and valuable transferable
credits. Is this because Mercer
thinks its student body is fatter, or
do they just need the extra cash to

pay for fancy signs and make up
for otherwise inadequate healthcare?
According to an a faculty
member who has served on the
Curriculum Committee but who
asked to remain anonymous because he worried for his job safety, “The full-time professor who
teaches HPE --also the president
of the faculty union-- is known to
have a death grip on those classes.
No matter how many times other
faculty members have politely
suggested moving to either a one
credit version [of HPE] or simply
making it optional --which has
been floated a number of times-he has gone ballistic.”
There is nothing redeeming about HPE, it doesn’t
even transfer. “If I have to pay for
the class and it’s mandatory to
take, my credits should transfer”
Hernandez said.
The only things that
make me run are rabid dogs, icecream trucks and my own whimsical, fun-loving demeanour.
When it comes to dealing with
the completely unnecessary HPE
requirement, I’d rather be chasing
an answer than fleeing a problem.

The May 9, 2011 article by Ali
Mirza, entitled “Tha Funky
Velvet Division: sex, drugs
and...oh yeah, rock n’ roll”
has been removed from The
College VOICE website (www.
mcccvoice.org). The people
and places named in the article
and contained in the photo that
accompanied it are real, but
the band they were reported to
have played in, and the band’s
various exploits detailed in the
article, appear to have been
fabricated by the author, resulting in the article’s retraction.
The VOICE holds itself to the
highest standards of journalistic integrity and works
diligently to ensure that all
information reported is verified
and accurate. If you see an
error of fact, please write to the
editor at pollack.laura@gmail.
com so that it can be verified
and corrected. If you would
like to write a response to an
article, again, contact the editor. Provided the response fits
our policy guidelines that can
be found online, we will ensure
that it is printed. Everyone
must have a voice.

Your next mentor.

Mercer County Community College Graduates Can NOW Complete a Bachelor’s Degree
from William Paterson Without Leaving the MCCC Campus.
Learn More at an Open House on October 4,
then Enroll for Spring 2013.
Bachelor’s degree programs in: Courses will be offered:
• Business Management (B.S.)
• Late afternoons
• Early Childhood Education/
• Evenings
Elementary Education (B.A.)
• Weekends
• Liberal Studies (B.A.)
• Online
• Psychology (B.A.)
Thursday, October 4, 2012
5:30–7:30 p.m.
MCCC Cafeteria • West Windsor Campus
To RSVP, or for more information, contact
Judy Grausso in the Liberal Arts Building,
Room 135, West Windsor Campus, at
609.570.3358 or graussoj@wpunj.edu

Lindsay LeDuc
Major: Education

wpunj.edu/mercer

Djanna Hill
Professor
College of Education
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Do you see a
typo?

LAYMON FLACK
Republican Vice Presidential hopeful Paul Ryan has
created a document called “Path
to Prosperity” in which he attempts to offer some plan to get
America’s economy back on track.
In the 99 pages of the document
he presents elements of a plan, but
it is a scary plan, one that is not

pollack.laura@gmail.com

contact
Ronald Saunders at
ronaldsaundersjr@gmail.com

panies are only held accountable
by shareholders. So, by decreasing
the size of government and allowing the private sector to expand,
Paul Ryan’s budget plan effectively
takes power away from US citizens and transfers it to a few fat
cat shareholders.
The conceit of Ryan’s
“Path to Prosperity” is the notion
that the private sector would put
peoples’ needs before corporate
profits, which is balderdash by
any account.
In fact, most of Ryan’s
“plan” is gibberish. Sanity lurches
into view here and there, such as
on page 44 when he makes a reasonable idea by stating that his
plan, “…improves accountability
by calling for the consolidation
of duplicative federal job-training
programs...” But by page 78 Ryan
has wandered back off into the
murky waters of the classic antistimulus package attack.
His anti-stimulus diatribe is reminiscent of the comments Governor John Kasich during his recent speech at the GOP
convention when he acted like

THE WAY IT IS

E-mail us at

VIKING 89.1?

good for actual American people.
Under Paul Ryan’s “Path
to Prosperity” budget proposal,
the government would shrink
considerably in size. Ryan writes
that he intends to “bring [the]
size of government to 20 percent
of economy by 2015, allowing the
private sector to grow and create
jobs.”
This idea of shrinking
the governing body’s size and
power should sound familiar to
history buffs. It was done to King
John when his subjects slapped
him upside the head with that
ole Magna Carta. You know, the
document that attempted to stop
King John’s tyrannous actions by
shrinking the size of his power?
Now the difference between the Magna Carta and the
“Path to Prosperity” is that one
actually gave power back to the
people, while the more recent version just gives more power to the
Scrooge McDuck’s of the United
States.
The problem is that a
government is held accountable
by its citizens, but private com-

Ohio recovered from the great recession all by itself, when, in fact,
the state received $7,101,280,000
from the American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act according to
recovery.gov.
Governor Kasich is so
oblivious to the reality of how
the stimulus benefited Ohio that
he actually wants to eliminate the
Ohio Department of Development and replace it with JobsOhio, which, according to its official
website is, “…a private, nonprofit
corporation guided by a businessminded governor and a highly accomplished board of directors…
Using a private sector approach.”
What can you say to that other
than “yikes!”?
Before entering that voting booth on November 6, 2012,
be aware that Paul Ryan’s plan is
not for the people. Privatization
of government run programs will
leave US citizens voiceless whenever a problem may arise. Only
shareholders can vote in the private sector. A vote is a say, without
a vote you have no say. Don’t let
Paul Ryan’s plan take your voice.

Financial aid proposals offer little comfort to current students

We are always trying
to improve our
proofreading!
If you see an error
in our spelling,
punctuation or
grammar let us know!

want your mercer
event promoted live
on mccc’s student
radio station
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Paul Ryan’s “Path to Prosperity” document is a bad plan for college students

Emily Lukasewycz, Arts & Entertainment Editor
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VP hopeful spews dangerous
bullshit

Dan Povio, Managing Editor

Laymon Flack, Reporter
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Matthew Grant
As the presidential election cycle heats up, President Obama
is campaigning on a promise to
expand the scope of federal aid,
while Mitt Romney platform
seeks to decrease the cost of tuition, allowing students to afford
schooling without the need for
large loans and other aid. For
Mercer students, any plan that
helps them more easily navigate
the financial aid process would be
welcome, but for many it would
come too late.
Keon White, a first year
criminal justice major at Mercer,
spoke with The VOICE about his
experiences trying to obtain financial aid at the college. White
said he was hoping to start his
first classes this Fall, but by the

Editorial Policy:
The College VOICE is written and edited by students of Mercer County
Community College and published every 3 weeks under the advisement
of a faculty adviser. The material printed in The College VOICE, be
it articles, advertisements or opinion pieces, does not necessarily
represent the views of the editors, the faculty, staff, administration or
the board of trustees of Mercer County Community College.

end of August he had not received
an award letter from his FAFSA
application.
Caren White, Keon’s
mother, told the VOICE that she
never went to college and is trying
to provide better opportunities
for her son.
“We went online back
in February and filled out the
FAFSA. Evidently, there was some
missing information on the form
involving my taxes and they didn’t
tell me until now. They are requesting a tax transcript for both
of us.” Caren continued, “[Applying to college] is a first for us,
and we don’t really know how this
works.”
Keon and his mother resubmitted their forms, and they
must wait for the new paperwork
to be processed before they will
know whether they will have
enough money for Keon to continue his classes.
“I think there should be
more help for the first time people
who don’t know anything about
this. I was expecting to sit down
with somebody today who would

tell us how much we needed and
how to get it.” said Caren.
When asked what he
thought of the financial aid system as a whole, Keon said, “I feel
like they should have people to
guide you through it instead of
doing it through email.”
The presidential candidates proposals, policies and
priorities are very different and
it seems Obama’s would be more
useful to students, though it might
not eliminate the headaches associated with applying for financial
aid.
During his past four
years in office President Obama
has already done many things to
try and help people obtain higher
education. Barakobama.com says
“President Obama made college more affordable by doubling
funding for Pell Grants, increasing the number of recipients
from 6 million to 9 million since
2008.” According to whitehouse.
gov, President Obama is currently
working on a “pay as you earn”
proposal that will reduce monthly
student loan payments to 10 to 15

Write to The College VOICE!
Do you have something to say? The College VOICE accepts letters to
the editor. Submissions should be no more than 300 words; longer
submissions may be shortened. Submit materials in electronic format,
and include your name and status at Mercer (major and year, faculty
or staff position or alumnus). All materials submitted become the
property of The College VOICE, which reserves the right to reject or
edit material based on length, taste or clarity.

percent of a person’s discretionary
income. This income-based payment system would cap payments
at an amount intended to be an
affordable level based on income
and family size.
Romney, by contrast,
thinks too much aid is the problem. In to “A Chance for Every
Child: Mitt Romney’s Plan for Restoring the Promise of American
Education,” Romney says “during
the period that the cost of tuition
increased 439 percent, federal
spending on Pell Grants increased
475 percent ---- yet this has only
fed the growth in costs.”
Romney’s stump speech
and campaign materials show
that he feels that increased government aid, such as the rises in
available funds for the Pell Grant
in recent years, is in part the cause
of the ever increasing cost of college costs. Romney has indicated
that students feel too entitled to
financial aid and that the inability
to pay should not be so widely accepted.
For Keon White, the
problems remain. He says his
mother makes enough money in
her career to support herself and
her son, but it is not enough to
cover the ever increasing cost of a
higher education even at a community college. And neither presidential candidate has proposed
a way to streamline the bureaucratic process and cut back on the
complicated paperwork involved
in applying for aid.
How to contact us:

e-mail:
pollack.laura@gmail.com
phone: (609) 586-4800 ext. 3594
write to: The College VOICE
Mercer County College
PO Box B
Trenton, NJ 08690
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ASK THE VOICE: good answers to tough questions
Help is Football season. Sundays
here! and Monday nights were
already of limits, but now
there is Thursday Night
Football too! What should
I do?
-Concerned Fan

Dear Voice,
I noticed that the NYPD
was on campus. Should I
be concerned?
- I.M. Innocent
Dear Innocent,
If your lack of guilt is
more than just nominal,
you have nothing to
worry about.
-The VOICE
Dear Voice,
I’m trying to budget my
time well with the new
semester, but it is Fantasy

Classic Peanuts

Dear Concerned Fan,
Most of your homework
should be doable on
Friday/Saturday. The
football season is only
four months long, you
can pick up your social
life again in February.
-The VOICE
Dear VOICE,
I have come to accept that
I will not be able to smoke
on campus anymore next
semester. I’m worried
about quitting smoking
and keeping up with my
studies. Any advice?
-Robin’s Son, Smokey

Dear Robin’s Son,
A more proactive
solution would be to
invest in an electronic
cigarette before 2013.
“E-cigs” are cleaner,
healthier alternatives to
smoking, and they will
not be banned on campus
next semester. Until then,
smoke ‘em if you got ‘em.
-The VOICE

Capricorn

Dec. 22 - Jan. 19
Go to your advisor and
make sure your academic
plan is still in place: with
the new semester, it may
be easy to lose track of
the big picture.

Aquarius

Jan. 20 - Feb. 18
Hard work will pay off
this semester. Keep your
head down and your
books open, and an A
will surely come your
way.

Pisces

Feb. 19 - Mar. 20
Take the last of the nice
weather this year to get in
touch with nature. Take
a walk in the park. Drive
with the windows open.
Hug a fish.

Aries

Mar. 21 - Apr. 19
Before the mid-semester
blues set in, take this time
to have fun and be you.
Make bad jokes. Dance in
public. Do your hair like
Princess Leia.

______

NOTE: THIS FEATURE IS
FOR ENTERTAINMENT
PURPOSES ONLY. ANY
RESEMBLANCE TO
ACTUAL PROBLEMS IS
PURELY COINCIDENTAL.

Taurus

Apr. 20 - May 20
Take care to avoid the
“red light” people in life.
No, Virgo, you cannot
tell me a story about your
incurable love of polka
music.

Virgo

Gemini

May 21 - Jun. 20
Make friends with a
Scorpio this month.
Squeeze everything you
can out of this friendship,
it will prove beneficial
to you.

Libra

Cancer

Jun. 21 - Jul. 22
This month may be a
rough one for you. The
workload this semester
may prove to be more
than you had expected.
Keep your head down...
in your books.

Scorpio

Leo

Jul. 23 - Aug. 22
Your birthday has passed,
but that’s no excuse not
to do well this semester.
Remember: Lions are
fierce hunters when
they need to be, but
spend most of their time
lounging in the shade.

Sagittarius

Aug. 23 - Sept. 22

Sept. 23 - Oct. 22

Oct. 23 - Nov. 21

Nov. 22 - Dec. 21

Be open and receptive to
new people at the start
of this new semester.
Don’t be afraid to share
personal information
with new friends. Beware
of Taurus though, they
are a bit grumpy this
semester.

Soon, it will be your
birthday. Better get
a jumpstart on your
homework! For those of
you who will be of age:
remember, BFF’s don’t
mind being your DD... at
least for one day a year.

Careful making friends
with a Gemini this
month. The friendship
will seem great, but
under the surface, they
may be attempting to use
you.

Contact an old friend
and ask what they have
been up to. Their answers
may surprise you.

2X DILBERT AND GET FUZZY

